Abstract-Aiming at the uncertainty of enemy target cluster number in aerial targets clustering process, an improved affinity propagation(AP) algorithm is adopted to determine the target cluster number and clustering result. Firstly, Between-Within Propagation(BWP) index is used as the measure of cluster effectiveness, and Bisection method is used to determine the optimal number of clusters;. Secondly, scanning of preferences subspace corresponding to the optimal cluster number, and determine the clustering result. Finally, the effectiveness and stability of the improved affinity propagation algorithm are verified by experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Target clustering is one of effective ways to reduce the amount of information on the battlefield. By clustering aerial targets, the battlefield situation can be simplified and concise. The enemy's combat units are organized and assembled according to certain rules, and then they work together to complete the same combat mission. Therefore, targets performing the same combat mission will have similar motion states, such as distance l, azimuth angle θ, heading angle μ, speed v, height h et al. Based on these maneuvering characteristics, aerial targets can be clustered [1] .Reference [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] use Chameleon algorithm, hierarchical clustering and K-means algorithm to cluster targets. These methods all achieve nice result of clustering, but they all need to specify the number of clusters before clustering. In actual combat, the number of enemy target clusters is often unknown.
The Affinity Propagation (AP) [7] algorithm determines the clustering center through the information transfer between data, and does not need to specify the number of clusters and the initial clustering center. It has been widely used in face recognition, text mining, feature gene extraction, image segmentation and other fields. AP algorithm can get better clustering results, but it is easy to produce more clusters. Reference [8] determine the number of clusters by the index of Silhouette [9] , while [10] uses the Gap [11] index to determine the number of clusters. Because the bias parameter P in a certain range corresponds to the same number of clusters, the same cluster number will correspond to different clustering results. Therefore, the clustering results in [8, 10] are contingent.
In the current paper, we use AP algorithm to cluster aerial targets based on their maneuver data. We use bisection method to search for the clustering results corresponding to all cluster numbers, and use the BWP [12] index value as the cluster validity measure to determine the optimal cluster number. After that, we determine the optimal clustering result by traversing the bias parameter subspace corresponding to the optimal clustering number. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively determine the target cluster number, and the clustering accuracy is better than methods proposed in [8] and [10] .
II. AFFINITY PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
The AP algorithm performs clustering based on the propagation of neighbor information. The AP algorithm treats all samples as potential class representatives and has the same probability of being selected as a class representative.That is,
s(i,i)=P.Each sample establishes its own similarity s(i,j) to other samples, ( , )
, 
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Where t is the number of iterations and λ is the damping factor,0.5<λ<1.
III. AERIAL TARGETS CLUSTERING BASED ON IMPROVED AFFINITY PROPAGATION ALGORITHM

A. Determination of Bias Parameter P
In the affinity propagation algorithm, the diagonal element s(i,i) of the similarity matrix is the bias parameter P. It can be known from (1), (2) , and (3) that when the bias parameter P is larger, the obtained R (k,k) is larger, and then A(i,k) is also larger, which results in the AP algorithm outputting more cluster numbers. Since P in a certain range corresponds to the same cluster number, the same cluster number will correspond to different clustering results, as shown in Figure. 1, so it is necessary to determine the optimal bias parameter P by searching. This paper designs two stages of rough search and fine search to determine the best bias parameter P. Firstly, a rough search is used to obtain the bias parameter P subspace corresponding to the optimal clustering number K, and then the optimal bias parameter P is obtained by traversing the P subspace.
P and [p(kopt),p(kop+1)] to determine the upper bound pn and lower bound px of preferences subspace corresponding to the optimal cluster number.  Traverse the parameter subspace [pn,px] by step size  , and calculate the BWP index value of clustering result to determine the best bias parameter pb.  Output clustering result corresponding to the optimal bias parameter pb.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Cluster Effect Comparison Experiment
Based on the data sets Pid, Bcw, Wine and Model1, the clustering accuracy is compared with the adAP algorithm proposed in [8] and the APBWMMP algorithm proposed in [10] . The specific results are shown in Table 1 . All three algorithms can find the same optimal number of clusters as the actual number of clusters.Compared with the other two algorithms, APBTM algorithm can obtain better clustering accuracy.
B. Target Clustering Experiment
The data set Data is the characteristic value of the motion attributes such as azimuth, distance, horizontal speed, heading angle and altitude of 80 sorties. It is divided into four functional groups: attack, penetration, investigation and surveillance. Some data are shown in Table 2 . The data set Data is clustered based on the APBTM algorithm. The clustering results are shown in Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Table 3 . X1  820  280  250  200  60  investigation  X2  2300  210  300  320  40  attack  X3  828  281  245  201  65  investigation  X4  2350  215  320  322  42  attack  X5  830  282  255  200  63  investigation  X6  825  283  250  204  61  investigation  X7  2200  150  300  156  50  attack  X8  4000  110  300  50  35  penetration  X9  2800  260  220  260  80  surveillance  X10  4050  120  280  51  36 Based on the BWP index and the APBTM algorithm, the same number of aerial targest clusters as the real cluster number can be obtained, and the accuracy is high.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the rough search and fine search are designed for the problem of aerial targets clustering with unknown cluster number. The search results are evaluated by BWP indicators to confirm the best clustering results. The experimental results show that the clustering of air targets based on APBTM algorithm can confirm the target cluster number and obtain better clustering results.
